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Build a seamless, flexible, full-service datacenter solutionMicrosoft Windows Server 2016 Hyper-
V is the IT administrator's guide to this rising datacenter solution. Hyper-V has already
surpassed VMWare in datacenter management, identity service for multiple devices, and more;
this book shows you how to harness the power of this hypervisor to simplify the infrastructure,
reduce costs, improve productivity, and better manage system resources. From a tour of the
technology through architecture, deployment, and integration of System Center, Microsoft
Azure, and Microsoft Azure Stack, the discussion illustrates the skills you need to create a
complete solution for optimum enterprise management. Coverage includes Windows Azure
capabilities for virtual machines, managing a hybrid cloud, IaaS, storage capabilities,
PowerShell, and more, with practical real-world guidance from a leading authority in the
field.Hyper-V has recently undergone improvements in scalability and features that have
positioned it as an ideal solution in the Small/Medium Business and Enterprise markets. This
book shows you how to exploit these new capabilities to build a robust data solution for your
organization.Discover the capabilities of Microsoft Hyper-VArchitect a Hyper-V datacenter
solutionPlan and manage a deployment or migrationIntegrate complementary technologies for
full scalabilityData is everywhere—on desktops, laptops, phones, and multiple operating
systems, accessed through email, text messages, web searches, online services, and more. All
of this data must be stored, accessible, updated, backed up, secured, managed, sorted, and
analyzed—sometimes instantly. Hyper-V is the rising star in the virtualization space, and
Microsoft Windows Server 2016 Hyper-V shows you how to turn greater capabilities into better
datacenter solutions.

From the Inside FlapComplete Guide to Building Datacenter SolutionsMicrosoft Windows
Server Hyper-V is the future of datacenter management, identity service for multiple devices,
and hybrid cloud services. This book guides you through building a seamless, flexible, full-
service datacenter solution. You'll learn to harness the power of Hyper-V to simplify
infrastructure, reduce costs, improve productivity, and better manage system resources. You will
explore the architecture, deployment, and integration of System Center, Microsoft Azure, and
Microsoft Azure Stack.With extensive coverage of Windows Azure capabilities for virtual
machines, managing a hybrid cloud, IaaS, storage capabilities, PowerShell, and more, Windows
specialist John Savill takes you step by step through the skills you need to create a complete
solution for optimum enterprise management.Coverage includes:Exploring the capabilities of
Microsoft Hyper-VArchitecting a Hyper-V solutionPlanning and managing a deployment
migrationIntegrating complementary technologies for full scalabilityApplying Windows Azure
capabilitiesImplementing the private cloud, SCVMM, and Microsoft Azure StackExamining



storage configurationsChoosing appropriate desktop virtualization technologyCreating virtual
machines in Azure IaaSUnderstand the Anatomy of a Virtual MachineSee How SCVMM
Simplifies Networking with Hyper-VMigrate Physical Servers and Virtual Machines to Hyper-V
Virtual MachinesConfigure a Hyper-V ClusterSet Up Disaster Recovery ProtocolsEnable Single
Pane of Glass Management--This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back
CoverComplete Guide to Building Datacenter SolutionsMicrosoft Windows Server Hyper-V is
the future of datacenter management, identity service for multiple devices, and hybrid cloud
services. This book guides you through building a seamless, flexible, full-service datacenter
solution. You'll learn to harness the power of Hyper-V to simplify infrastructure, reduce costs,
improve productivity, and better manage system resources. You will explore the architecture,
deployment, and integration of System Center, Microsoft Azure, and Microsoft Azure Stack.With
extensive coverage of Windows Azure capabilities for virtual machines, managing a hybrid
cloud, IaaS, storage capabilities, PowerShell, and more, Windows specialist John Savill takes
you step by step through the skills you need to create a complete solution for optimum
enterprise management.Coverage includes:Exploring the capabilities of Microsoft Hyper-
VArchitecting a Hyper-V solutionPlanning and managing a deployment migrationIntegrating
complementary technologies for full scalabilityApplying Windows Azure
capabilitiesImplementing the private cloud, SCVMM, and Microsoft Azure StackExamining
storage configurationsChoosing appropriate desktop virtualization technologyCreating virtual
machines in Azure IaaSUnderstand the Anatomy of a Virtual MachineSee How SCVMM
Simplifies Networking with Hyper-VMigrate Physical Servers and Virtual Machines to Hyper-V
Virtual MachinesConfigure a Hyper-V ClusterSet Up Disaster Recovery ProtocolsEnable Single
Pane of Glass Management--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorJohn
Savill is a Windows technical specialist, an 11-time MVP, and an MCSE for Private Cloud and
Server Infrastructure 2012. John is the author of the popular FAQ for Windows, a senior
contributing editor to Windows IT Pro, a CISSP, and ITIL certified. He also wrote Mastering
Hyper-V 2012 R2 with System Center and Azure and Mastering Microsoft Azure Infrastructure
Services, both from Wiley. Follow his blog at http://www.savilltech.com/blog.--This text refers to
the paperback edition.Read more
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Dr. P, “Author seems to really want you to learn. He is an excellent writer and gives the
information you need for Hyper-V.. This author really put some thought into this book... far
different from your typical "let me put words on a page and get my money for my contract" style
of writing. He seems to enjoy teaching about the underlying technology and teaches the
concepts as he goes. There aren't just pages and pages of PowerShell commands like I have
seen in other books.Good tech books with good writers are hard to find so just wanted to
compliment this book.”

Hitechredneck1968, “Excellent book. Excellent if your building HA hyper-v clusters”

louvipi, “Channel9 is awesome, but I really appreciated having the material available .... The
book was very helpful in learning about the new features of Hyper-V. Channel9 is awesome, but
I really appreciated having the material available in written form and on paper. Jahn Savil is an
amazing writer on a topic that could be rather boring, but is not.  Well done.  Many thanks.”

Doug W, “Fantastic amount of detail and data!. For all the technical data you need, the Mastering
series is a must!”

J. E. Correia, “Five Stars. An excellent book that introduces the most important aspects of Hyper-
V.”

juan munte, “Five Stars. excelent book and excelent vendor”

STEPHEN PARROTT, “Excellent Resource. Have already used this book countless times a
week after purchasing.Simple and easy to read.None of the usual problems with these books
where the diagram being talked about is on the next page. You get that a lot with IT reference
books. Not here!Recommended for beginners and seasoned pros like myself who need to fill in
the gaps in knowledge.”

Ian Brisland, “Great book, fantastic condition. Provides a great detailed reference book for me.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Quality.. Though for the older version but its a good one to have.In case
there's one coming for Win 2019, I'll sure buy that.”

The book by John Savill has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 32 people have provided feedback.
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